
Erik Larsenʼs Most Plausible Winning Entry 

 

Backwoods. Check. Fir or pine trees. 

Snow. Check. Deep enough for snowmobile use. 

Snowmobile. Check. Assuming 4 stroke 12v electric start snowmobile. 

Whiskey. Check. Assuming a low-grade 3-year old single malt, 30-50 

proof. 

 

Step 0: Check for injuries. Make sure nothing is broken. Get out of wind 

(shelter under tree). 

A. Eat 1/4 of protein bar. 

B. Assess situation. 

C. When possible, proceed to Step 1. 

 

Step 1: Fuel 

A. Eat 1/4 of protein bar and drink 1/3 of water. 

B. Knock as much snow as possible off of lower branches. If you can get to 

another tree more suitable for sheltering under, do so. Tree #1 (donor tree) can 

be any reasonable size, tree #2 (the tree you will shelter under) needs to have 

full branches close to the ground. (Christmas tree-like.) 

C. Using saw blade of Leatherman SuperTool (is there any other?), collect as 

many branches as you can reach from tree #1. Remove enough branches from 

tree #2 to be able to get underneath and have a space big enough to build 

shelter under. 

D. Denude half of branches of needles; reserve needles in a pile.  

E. Eat 1/4 of protein bar; drink more water. 

 

Step 2: Shelter 

A. Move snowmobile as close as possible to downwind side of tree #2 and 

shelter, with battery side under branches. 



B. Use branches to build 'ribs' of support structure under boughs of second tree. 

Overlay with more branches that have not been "deneedled." 

C. More tree boughs under ribs of structure to insulate floor. 

D. Snowmobile cover over ribs/boughs, stake in place. 

E. Partially seal area between branches and snow with more snow to control 

wind as much as possible. 

F. "Overload" windward side of tree #2 with branches removed from tree #1 to 

"wind-tight" shelter area. 

 

Step 3: Recover 

A. Crawl into shelter and close off entrance to limit body heat escaping. 

B. Drink a little more water. 

C. Eat 1/4 of protein bar. 

D. If you can see your breath while in shelter, do not sleep. 

E. Breathe through nose to conserve body heat. 

F. Move as little as possible until air in shelter warms up. Sleep for short periods 

of time if you cannot see your breath. 

G. Unseal shelter, and exit to shelter area. 

 

Step 4: When Warm - Wait until wind has stopped blowing quite as bad. Most 

backcountry storms last 12-24 hrs before they abate somewhat, and are usually 

followed by periods of sunny weather, but the following steps can be done in 

stages from inside the shelter area. 

A. Remove tail light cover or covers from snowmobile. 

B. Extract bulbs. Chase tail light wires and extract from harness. Unmount 

battery. 

C. Remove seat padding. 

D. Drink rest of water. Drain 3/4 of water bottle worth of fuel 

from tank. Cap. Store downwind of shelter. 

E. Store battery in shelter. 



F. Collect snow in tail light covers. Store covers in shelter. Snow will melt 

gradually for water supply. 

G. Fill rest of water bottle with oil from oil tank. Cap. Store outside. 

H. Move snowmobile downwind of shelter after removing hood cover 

and as many panels as possible. 

 

Step 5: Heat 

A. Dig small "finger fire-pit" a few feet from shelter but close to trunk of tree. Clear 

away all decomposing needles in a two-foot circle (you want bare earth). 

B. Using cellphone battery, shattered bulb, wires, and tinder of some type (dry 

pine needles), attempt to light small fire using dry needles as fuel. Bulb wires 

should glow red hot but not 'short,ʼ functioning as a lighter. 

C. If bulb glows, and lights needles, keep flame no more than 3" high. You are 

after heat and light, not massive fire. 

D. If bulb glows, does not light needles, but does not burn out: Take 1 pine 

needle, dip in oil/gas mixture. Return gasoline-containing water bottle to 

downwind of shelter. Try again. Bulb will probably burn out. 

E. Using snowmobile battery and electrical wires, "spark" tinder to ignite. 

F. Maintain fire with flames no more than 2"-3" high, with a fire area no more than 

2" in diameter. This is big enough to supplement your body heat. 

G. Shelter fire with snowmobile hood, using heat shield as reflector to reflect heat 

toward open end of shelter. 

H. Move tail-light covers closer to fire to melt snow faster. 

 

Step 6: Prep Signaling 

A. Accumulate pine needles, sap, dry tinder, and torn seating pad 

fluff in a panel removed from snow-mobile. Store away from fire: "smoke panel." 

B. If you have cording, figure out a way to make a bull-roarer (carve from wood, 

cut from panel, etc). 

C. If you have rearview mirrors, unmount them for use as signal mirrors. 



D. Try carving a whistle from a thick branch using Leatherman awl. 

E. Fabricate a "smoke torch" using shredded snowmobile padding on stick. 

F. "Denature" - If storm has abated, make area outside shelter area look as 

unnatural as possible. 

 - Stamp intersecting shadow trenches in snow. 

 - Put a "gnomon" branch in the middle of trench intersection. 

 - Tie one mirror to "gnomon" branch so that it hangs freely (use wire from 

snowmobile if no cording). 

 - Throw ashes on snow in a straight line. 

 - On a clear night, show lights or flame. 

G. Fabricate "punk" sticks by curling bark and wood of twigs. 

 

 

Step 7: Maintain 

A. Eat sparingly only when actually hungry. 

B. Drink whenever you have melt water. 

C. Do not consume any alcohol. 

D. Listen for searchers, other snowmobilers. 

 

Step 8: Signal Use - Search parties rarely go out in a storm if they know missing 

party is 'prepared.ʼ 

A. Go outside. Locate direction of approaching searchers. 

B. Light a "punk" stick from small fire. Use to light smoke torch. 

C. If you carved whistle (6D), use it. If you have bull-roarer (6B), use it. If you can 

 reflect light from sun in direction of searchers using signal mirror, do it. 

D. Pour a small amount of gasoline/oil mix on "smoke panel" downwind from 

torch. Ignite. 

E. Keep feeding "smoke panel" with green pine needles and decomposing pine 

needles. 

F. Stay upwind of all smoke sources. Do not yell unless you can see searchers. 



 

Step 9: Rescue 

A. Douse all fire sources with snow. 

B. Pack all trash. 

C. Repair or plan recovery of snowmobile. 

D. Offer whiskey to all involved. 

 


